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presented fabricated RRAM prototype chips [5] [6]. All of
these NVM memory technologies use two-terminal structure
devices to construct the memory cell array, and can be easily
integrated in the back end of line (BEOL) of CMOS process.
They are also compatible with a crossbar array structure
where memory elements are built at the crossing points of
horizontal and vertical access lines; hence, enabling high
density storage especially when considering multiple stacked
layers . Obviously, providing appropriate product quality and
reliability to the market is a key enabler for the successful
commercialization of such memories [7].
Although people believe that STT-MRAM and PCM are
to be commercialized soon (if not already at a small scale)
and that RRAM will come later, limited work has been done
on the way to test these memories in order to guarantee the
outgoing product quality and reliability. This paper provides
and overview on exiting test schemes for these three memories
and highlights the challenges that have still to be worked out.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
address test and reliability of STT-MRAMs. It ﬁrst reviews
the basics of STT-MRAM; then it covers their defect and
fault analysis; and ﬁnally it discusses their testing. Section
III covers test and reliability of PCMs; it provides ﬁrst the
basic memory operations; then it addresses their testability
and thereafter their reliability. Section IV does the same as
Section III, but then for RRAMs. Section V highlights major
challenges in the discussed emerging non-volatile memories.
Finally Section VI presents some conclusion of the work.

Abstract—The search for alternative memory technologies
has attracted signiﬁcant attention toward emerging non-volatile
memories. Among them, STT-MRAM, PCM, RRAM have shown
promising characteristic to gain a position inside the memory hierarchy of computing platforms, and even enable new computing
paradigms. However like any other emerging technology these
devices are affected by concerns to be resolved before they could
become a mainstream. This paper reviews the main reliability and
testability challenges of aforementioned emerging non-volatile
memories and highlights the main future considerations toward
them.
Index Terms—STT-MRAM, PCM, RRAM, Test, Reliability

I. I NTRODUCTION
Semiconductor memories have been evolving over time;
e.g., SRAM for primary memory (cache), DRAM for secondary (main memory), and Flash for mass-storage. Recent/emerging applications (such as big data applications and
internet-of-things) are extremely demanding; not only in terms
of computing power, but also in terms of storage. They
have additional requirements for memory systems (e.g., higher
bandwidth, higher density, lower power, sustainable scaling,
lower cost, lower latency) [1]; and even the performance of
computer systems are heavily dependent on the the characteristics of the memory subsystem. Traditional memories are
not able to satisfy all of these requirements. Moreover, they
are facing major challenges such as the limited scaling and
increased manufacturing cost for smaller nodes [2]. Therefore,
a lot of effort is put on searching and developing new memory
alternatives. The main research focuses on the non-volatile
memory technologies as alternative technologies to satisfy
the high demands of future applications. Among the most
relevant emerging memory technologies today are the ones
built with resistive devices; the International Technology Road
map of Semiconductors (ITRS) in its 2015 report identiﬁed the
Spin Transfer Torque MRAM (STT-MRAM), Phase Change
Memory (PCM), and Resistive RAM (RRAM) as the most
promising memory technologies with potential for scaling and
commercialization of non-volatile RAM to and beyond the
16nm generation. Today both STT-MRAM and PCM can be
considered as ”‘prototypical”, while RRAM is still emerging.
For instance Globalfoundries is planning to manufacture 22nm
embedded memory using STT-MRAM [3], Samsung has already PCM products [4], Scandisk/Toshiba and Crossbar have
2377-5386/17 $31.00 © 2017 IEEE
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II. T EST AND R ELIABILITY OF STT-MRAM S
A. STT-MRAM Basics
Spin Transfer Torque Magnetic Random Access Memory
(STT-MRAM) is an emerging memory technology which
exhibits non-volatility, high density and nanosecond read and
write times. These attributes of STT-MRAM make it suitable
for last level embedded caches. However, the defects and corresponding fault models of STT-MRAM are not as extensively
explored as in SRAM and therefore, there is a growing need
for defect and fault analysis. Moreover, stochastic retention
failure of STT-MRAM imposes a large burden in testing time.
Conventional test schemes for retention of STT-MRAM need
to be optimized for testing a large-size embedded STT-MRAM
170
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array. Here we present a review of the different defect and
fault mechanisms as well as a BIST architecture and circuit to
reduce testing time in characterization and manufacturing tests
for retention. We address the effect of resistive and capacitive
defects and identify retention test setup for measuring worst
case retention.
A STT-MRAM cell is composed of one access transistor
and one magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) that stores a bit of
information as shown in Fig 1.(a) [8]. An MTJ has two ferromagnetic layers (CoFeB based), which are called ﬁxed and
free layer and they are separated by a thin insulator layer(MgO
based). The magnetic moment in ﬁxed layer is ‘ﬁxed’ into
one direction and the direction of magnetic moment in free
layer can be changed depending on difference and polarity of
potential across an MTJ. When a potential difference is applied
across MTJ, spin-polarized current passes through an MTJ and
it attempts to polarize the current in its preferred direction of
magnetic moment. The angular momentum of the electrons in
free layer creates a torque that causes a ﬂip in the direction
of magnetization inside the free layer of MTJ. Depending on
the direction of magnetization in the free layer, resistance of
MTJ is changed. As shown in Fig 1, when the direction of
magnetization in free layer is anti parallel to the magnetization
of ﬁxed layer, MTJ has high resistance and when they are in
parallel, MTJ has low resistance. Bit 1 and 0 are mapped to the
two cases: when MTJ has high resistance and low resistance
respectively. The bias conditions on bit line, source line and
word line for write and read operation are shown in Fig 1.(b)(d). The write operation is bidirectional, where either the bitline (BL) or source line (SL) is pulled high and the other one
is pulled low depending on the polarity of the write operation.
In case of writing 1, the bit line is vdd and source line is
ground. When word line is asserted, write current ﬂows from
source line to bit line and MTJ will be in anti-parallel state.
The bias condition is set to the opposite when writing 0 to
a cell and the current from bit line to source line sets MTJ
to be in parallel state. The read operation is unidirectional
with word line driven to vdd/2 and a pre-charged BL voltage
discharges through the cell. Depending on the resistance of
MTJ, discharging voltage at source line is sensed at sense
ampliﬁer. STT-MRAM is non-volatile since a bit is stored in
an MTJ as resistance and it is determined by magnetization of
free layer. The MTJ can either be an In-plane MTJ (I-MTJ)
with magnetic anisotropy in plane due to shape anisotropy or a
Perpendicular plane MTJ (P-MTJ) where magnetic anisotropy
is aligned out of plane, independent of the shape of the free
layer[9]. The relative merits and demerits of the two structures
are being extensively studied [9][10][11][12] .
STT-MRAM arrays are expected to suffer from read and
write failures which are induced by electrical defects and
process variations. In [8][13], the types of resistive, capacitive
and coupling defects are identiﬁed. Their manifestation as
read and write faults as well as fault activation patterns are
analyzed. Apart from read and write faults, STT-MRAMs can
also suffer from retention failures, a bit-ﬂip in a cell caused by
thermal noise [14, 15]. Since retention time is exponentially

Fig. 1: Basic STT-MRAM cell (a) 1T-1MTJ representation
(b) bias condition for read (c) write 0 bias condition (d) write
1 bias condition (e) states in a MTJ due to orientation of
magnetic moments

proportional to the stored energy (thermal stability), conventional test method for retention described in [14] measures
thermal stability of a cell by applying weak write current to a
cell. However, it results in prohibitively large test time. In the
following of this paper we review a Memory Built In Self-Test
(MBIST) architecture from [16] that can detect the retention
failures in a time-efﬁcient manner. It is an efﬁcient MBIST
architecture that can perform in-situ read, write and retention
(stochastic test) tests on STT-MRAM arrays.
B. Defects and fault analysis
[13][8] have identiﬁed faults during read and write and
how resistive and capacitive defects induce faults. Table I
summarizes fault models and how they contribute to read/write
failures.

Fig. 2: Table I: Defects induced faults[16]
1) Resistive defects: In this section, we discuss the role
of resistive defects in 2 by 2 cell array explored in [8][16].
As shown in Fig.3, the resistive defects are associated with
resistive shorts between the node of victim cell and aggressor
cells. In the ﬁgure, 13 possible resistive defects can affect
read/write of the cell.
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Apply Iwwr to a row for tp

For example, a case of having RSBL0-SL1 short between BL0
and SL1 in Fig.3(a) results in write 0 fault in cell-0 because
RSBL0-SL1 prohibits BL0 to reach full VDD.
As a result, weak write current across cell-0 causes a transition fault to 0. A read failure can happen due to RSWL0-WL1 . In
case of reading cell-0, word line 0 is weakly asserted due to the
resistive short between wordline 0 and 1. If cell-1 contains 0,
a change of incorrect read fault can happen because of slower
discharge of bitline 0. [8] analyzed how each resistive short
shown in Fig.3 causes faults in either read or write operation.

Read row to check error location

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: (a) conventional test scheme (b) proposed test scheme

By testing multiple rows in a column at the same time and
searching for errors after error detection, retention time testing
reduces signiﬁcantly. As Fig.4 shows, the new test scheme
concurrently runs error detection while applying weak write
current to multiple rows. Read operation happens only when
error is detected within the rows under test.
The retention test is divided into two processes, (1) Error
Detection (ED) and (2) Error Search (ES).
1) Error Detection (ED): The ED architecture detects an
error by observing the change in current ﬂowing through a cell
since a bit ﬂip in a cell changes resistance ac cross a cell and it
results in current change. As shown in Fig. 5, MTJ resistances
in multiple cells in a column are connected in parallel when
corresponding word-lines turn on simultaneously. When IWWR
causes a bit ﬂip in a cell, the current at source line (ISL )
changes due to the resistance change, which shows that at
least one error is detected within a column [16].

Fig. 3: (a) and (b) Inter-cell resistive defects[8]
2) Capacitive defects: It has been noted in [8][16] that
capacitive defects, especially bridging capacitance plays a
weak role in causing failures. The readers are directed to [16]
for more discussions on this.
C. Retention and Thermal Stability Tests and MBIST Architecture
In order to measure retention, authors in [14] proposed a
possible test methodology based on the thermal activation
model. In STT-MRAM, retention time is deﬁned as the time
it takes for a cell to ﬂip, a stochastic phenomenon, caused
by thermal noise [12]. However, since retention testing needs
to be done with a weak current and stochastic measurements
need to be collected, the total test time increases signiﬁcantly.
In order to solve retention test time problem, [16] proposed
a new retention test scheme that perform in-situ, statistical,
retention testing of large STT-MRAM arrays. From the
retention BIST algorithm [14], a weak write current is applied
row by row and the row is read right after to obtain Psw .
The major drawbacks from this scheme are; (1) The retention
test time increases linearly when the row size of an array
increases.
(2) The retention tests have to be carried out in an linear
region where PSW is very low. Since Psw is very low in
the region that retention test is performed, a bit ﬂip will
not happen for most of the iterations; which means most
of the read operations after applying current are not necessary.

Voltage Keeper

Current Mirror Common Drain Amp . Switched cap. node
ISL
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V1
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InR2

V2
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Fig. 5: Error Detection circuit for a column with 16 rows[16]
2) Error Search: Once error is detected from ED stage, The
location of error is searched within activated rows in order
to obtain Psw and thermal stability of cells. [16] presented
exhaustive search and temporal locality search algorithms and
interested readers are pointed to [16] for more discussions.

These two problems are main bottlenecks for improving
speed of retention test. The retention test scheme from [16]
reduces retention time signiﬁcantly by:
1. Applying weak write current to multiple rows
2. Avoiding search (reading rows) when error is not
detected

III. T EST AND R ELIABILITY OF PCM S
A. Primer on Phase Change Memory
Phase Change Memory (PCM) is one of the non-volatile
memory (NVM) technologies that are most likely to be
deployed in commercial products. Recently, prototypes and
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New March algorithms have been explored in recent years
to cover the speciﬁc failure modes induced faults of PCM.
In [20], a March algorithm called March-PCM is introduced
to detect PCM speciﬁc faults in addition to common faults.
In [21], March-PCMP is presented to detect additional faults
named weak transition faults and write destructive faults
caused by the parasitic capacitance and resistance defects in
stand-alone PCM cells. In [22], PCM errors are characterized
into four types: program interference faults, read faults, and
write 1 and write 0 faults, and basic March algorithms are
utilized to classify and detect them. In [23], a testing scheme
based on “sneak-path sensing” is proposed to efﬁciently detect
faults in crossbar-based NVMs, so that a group of memory
cells can be tested simultaneously, thereby reducing testing
time. DFT supports are needed for sneak-path testing. An
enhanced sneak path test algorithm is proposed in [24] to
extend the fault coverage capability of RD, FWR, RRD, and
PF faults.
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Fig. 6: Hierarchical organization of typical PCM array.
off-the-shelf of PCM modules have already been issued by
companies including Samsung and Numonyx [4, 17, 18]. With
its superior performance, storage density and non-volatility,
PCM could provide a promising DRAM alternative to build
the futuristic scalable memory systems.
Typically, Phase-change Random Access Memory (PRAM)
has the same hierarchical organization as DRAM. As shown
in Fig 6, a PRAM bank contains multiple arrays, and each
array consists of a large number of cells. As illustrated in Fig
6, a typical PCM cell contains a layer of glass chalcogenide
materials such as Ge2 Sb2 Te5 (GST) as a variable transistor
between two electrodes. The chalcogenide can be either in
an amorphous state or a crystalline state, each of the states
represents a logic value stored in the cell. When a read
command switches on word line, the read current can pass the
resistor and generate a voltage ﬂuctuation in the bitline that
is sensed by the Sense Ampliﬁer (SA) to drive the output.
For write operations, the cells state can be switched when
the electrodes are heated up to a high temperature by a
programming current. The heating current Ireset and Iset are
featured with different patterns, and they can generate Joule
heat that transforms chalcogenide into high or low resistance
depending on the amplitudes and duration of the programming
currents. For RESET operation, Ireset has to produce enough
heat to crystallize the chalcogenide, so it has a sufﬁciently
high magnitude. In contrast, Iset has a lower peak amplitude,
but lasts longer to heat the GST to the threshold of transition
temperature. Both of the Set/Reset operation consumes a
great amount of write power, and the induced programming
current can physically degrade the endurance of phase change
material, limiting the cycle lifetime of PCM cells [19]. This
critical state-change behavior and how to mitigate the overhead
of write operations have been the focus of prior research study
and design efforts from both academia and industry to improve
the reliability, performance and power characteristics of PCM
devices.

C. Reliability of PCMs
One of the major reliability concerns of PCM is the lifetime
reliability, i.e., the problem with wearout. Repetitive writing
causes a PCM cell ware, eventually leading to a hard fault
which corrupts the data in it. Researchers have presented
techniques on write trafﬁc reduction, wear leveling, and salvaging [25] to overcome the limitations of write endurance.
While write trafﬁc reduction and wear leveling strive to avoid
hard faults in PCM cells, the purpose of salvaging is to
correct errors during normal operations after hard faults have
occurred.
Write trafﬁc reduction techniques include data comparison
write (DCW), data inversion (DI), approximate write (AW),
and coding techniques. DCW reduces write activities by only
writing the cells whose current value is different from the
value to be written [26, 27]. DI extends DCW to achieve fewer
bit writes by calculating the hamming distance between the
old data and the new one to determine whether to write the
new one or its inverted counterpart [26], [28]. AW sacriﬁces
the data integrity for suppressing write operations, which can
be utilized in applications which exhibit the characteristic of
inherent error tolerance and dont require absolute correctness
of the outputs [29].
Encoding the data before write can potentially reduce the
write trafﬁcs in PCM arrays [30]. FlipMin is such a technique
that minimizes the number of ﬂip-bits by using coset coding.
Other coding formats are aware of the write symmetry in cell
programming. As depicted in Fig 6, the RESET current is the
deciding factor to the lifetime of PCM when compared to SET.
There is a plenty of work aiming at minimizing the frequencies
of RESET operations in PCM via an asymmetry-aware data
encoding method [31]. For video applications where PCM is
used as main memory, [32] proposed inter-block differential
data encoding and inter-frame multiple experts to reduce write
operations.
An interesting work to reveal that limited write endurance
of PCM incurs a potential security threat is presented in [33].

B. Testing of PCMs
Due to its special materials, device structure, and operation
mechanisms, PCM has its speciﬁc failure modes. A comprehensive introduction of its failure modes and fault models of
PCM can be found in [20]. Typical fault models of PCM
include: 1) disturb faults such as proximity (PD), read recovery
(RRD), read (RD) and false write (FWR), 2) program faults
(PF), 3) stuck-at SET (SS) and stuck-at RESET (SR) faults,
4) false write (FWR) faults, 5) transition faults (TF), and so
on.
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induced IR-drop problem and its effect on 3-D-stacked PCMs.
The IR-drop violation poses a serious threat that enforces a
strict guard band of requesting concurrence, and consequently
reduces the write throughput. The authors then proposed a
power supply integrity conscious write scheduler for 3-D
Die-Stacked PCMs to improve the write performance while
maintain reliable write operations.
IV. T EST AND R ELIABILITY OF RRAM S
A. Primer on Resistive Random Access Memory
Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) is a NVM
type that functions based on a change of resistance value
on a Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) structure because of ion
migration/ﬁlament creation inside the structure along with
some redox processes including electrode/insulator material
[45]. According to ITRS, RRAM has been categorized to four
main types based on ﬁlamentary functioning and switching
property [2], where two of the most important subcategories
are Oxide-RRAM (OxRAM) and Conductive Bridge RAM
(CBRAM). OxRAM and CBRAM’s switching principle are
based on creation and rupture a conductive ﬁlament in the
insulator layer between the two electrodes. In OxRAM the ﬁlament is constructed by oxygen vacancies while the CBRAM’s
ﬁlament is generally formed by metal atoms.
Fig 8.a shows an example of ﬁlamentary RRAM, in its two
resistance state modes. Initially and just after the manufacturing a forming process is applied to the device which forms
a ﬁlament between top and bottom electrodes without connecting them to each other. Later applying a positive voltage
at the top electrode will extend the Conductive Filament (CF)
formation between the metal contacts and reduce the resistance
toward the Low Resistance State (LRS) mode, this is called a
SET Process. Applying a voltage with opposite polarity would
reverse the ion migration process and will rupture the CF
toward the High Resistance State (HRS) mode, this is called
a RESET Process.
To construct a memory cell, the RRAM can be exploited
alone (1R) or with a two terminal selector device (1S1R) to
construct a crosspoint array [46]. Alternatively the RRAM
based memory cell can be built up with one transistor forming
a 1T1R array architecture. The 1T1R architecture has been
widely researched as it removes the sneak path problem in
1R array architecture [23]. Fig 8.b presents an example of
2by2 1T1R architecture, where the RRAM is connected to the
Bitline (BL) and a transistor which is connected to Wordline
(WL) and Sourceline (SL). Employing appropriate voltages at
these terminals (WL,BL,SL) can SET/RESET the device and
also makes it possible to read the state of RRAM through the
Sense-Ampiliﬁer (SA) [47].

Fig. 7: Periodical data reversion after DCW [34].

From the standpoint of attackers, random stream attacks are
performed for PCM used in video applications. The attacks
cause extremely high write trafﬁc or worsened lifetime, which
cannot be handled by the existing write trafﬁc reduction
techniques.
Wear leveling techniques attempt to distribute write operations uniformly across the PCM cells. Related work includes
row shifting & segment swapping [35], ﬁne grained wear
leveling [36] and start-gap for address randomization [37].
Besides, in the hybrid DRAM and PCM main memory [38],
hot pages from PCM are swapped into DRAM to achieve wear
leveling.
In [34], periodical data reversion (PDR) is proposed for
wear leveling and error tolerance (ET) to enhance lifetime of
PCM-based image buffer after DCW. DCW ﬁrst eliminates
inherent redundant writes by taking advantage of temporal
redundancy between successive video frames. PDR exchanges
data write locations for wear leveling, while ET extends
effective lifetime with graceful degradation of video quality
and compression ratio. Wear leveling using PDR needs a little
extra hardware overhead, as shown in Fig 7, but incurs no
quality degradation. In certain cases where strict correctness
is desired, wear leveling can be used. ET, as an abnormal
way, enhances effective lifetime without additional hardware
overhead. It may be used in certain application scenarios
where a slight degradation of quality or compression ratio is
acceptable.
Salvaging techniques involve ECC, ECP [39], SAFER [40]
and dynamically replicated pages [41]. Usually salvaging
incurs reduced effective memory capacity or performance
degradation. Traditional ECC is costly. ECP restores faulty
cells by storing the error location and the corresponding
correct value [39]. SAFER reduces area overhead for error
correction by utilizing the fact that cells with stuck-at-faults
are still readable [40]. In [42], wear leveling and salvaging
techniques are integrated together to improve the lifetime of
PCM main memory.
PCM also suffers from soft errors due to resistance drift
or write disturb faults. A detailed discussion on the cause of
soft errors, and solutions to detect and correct soft errors can
be found in [43]. In [44], the authors investigated the write-

B. Testing of RRAMs
Similarly to other emerging non-volatile memories, RRAM
is susceptible to defects due to imperfect manufacturing conditions, therefore appropriate test mechanisms are required to
detect such failures [48] [49]. However, in addition to conventional faults in RAMs, RRAM due to its speciﬁc physical
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Fig. 9: Short Write time-based DFT

Fig. 8: a)Filamentary RRAM, b)1T1R architecture

turing ﬂow. This section reviews three of the main reliability
issues in RRAM devices.
Parametric Variation in the high/low resistance values is
a key reliability challenge in the design of RRAM circuits
[53] [54]. These ﬂuctuations are categorized into two types:
1-Cycle to cycle variation happening in each switching cycle
2-Device to device variation where the resistance value differs
in each fabricated device. RRAM variability arises from
deviations in the conductive ﬁlament. This is mainly due to
stochastic nature of ion migration. For instance the shape,
size or the gap distance in the ﬁlament may vary and impose
resistance ﬂuctuations . It is worth to note that the RRAM
variability can be affected by operating conditions such as
temperature and voltage [55].

construction and switching mechanism can be affected by
unique faults such as over-forming and undeﬁned state ones
[48] [50]. These special faults have caused the test engineers
to modify the traditional March test algorithms and also have
signiﬁed the importance of utilizing new Design for Testability
(DFT) techniques to cover all fault types [23] [51] [50].
Speciﬁc March test algorithms have been developed in order
to perform RRAM memory testing and to detect their unique
faults in [48] [23] [51]. Regarding these, [48] proposes a
modiﬁed March C algorithm to diagnose the over-formed
faulty cells from the good cells by adding two consecutive
read ‘1’ operations and removing the initial write step from
the original algorithm. In [23] the authors propose a March
test based on sneak path current in the crossbar type RRAM
memory that can test multiple cells at once. In this approach
the memory peripherals are adjusted to function normally at
operational mode and to introduce sneak path during the test
mode. Any defect in the memory cell can affect the sneak
current and help to detect the faulty cells. Finally, [51] presents
an extended March approach to ﬁnd the defective RRAM
memory cell constructed with a transistor (1T1R). The March
1T1R can properly detect the cell faults caused by a defective
transistor in the RRAM memory cell.
Due to analog nature of the RRAM device, its unique fault
of undeﬁned state cannot be detected by any conventional
March algorithm [52]. This is due to fact that March tests
deal only with ﬁxed, predetermined patterns of logic values.
This fault however causes a random logic value to be read
from the defective RRAM cell. Regarding this, [50] have
introduced a DFT scheme to detect such speciﬁc RRAM fault.
This technique is based on either Short Write time-based DFT
or Low write voltage-based one. In both cases the target is to
generate a write pulse which is not big enough to change the
status of the good cell but to drift the faulty cell from the
undeﬁned region to the incorrect known state and to able to
detect it properly in the following read step. Fig 9 shows an
example for a Short Write time-based DFT [50].

Endurance Degradation is the second important reliability
concern in RRAM devices which causes the limited number
of write cycles [56]. This mechanism originates from
SET-RESET switching properties in the device [57]. The
SET process is correlated with a soft breakdown of the
resistive switching layer. The oxygen ions and oxygen
vacancies are generated by the electric ﬁeld. Then, the
oxygen ions get drifted to the anode and the existing oxygen
vacancies construct a conducting ﬁlament, and the resistance
value switches from high to low. Degradation mechanisms
cause that the conducting path to become larger than the
nominal one and the path ruptures more difﬁcult. This type
of degradation is called as Over-SET [58]. Other type of
endurance degradation can occur in the the RESET process.
In this phase the recombination of oxygen ions and oxygen
vacancies will rupture the ﬁlament and cause a switch
from low to high resistance. But when the ﬁlament gap is
larger than nominal the conductive path formation becomes
more difﬁcult and Over-Reset degradation occurs [58].
This mechanism depends on different parameters, among
others, the environment temperature and switching speed [59].
Random Telegraph Noise (RTN) is another reliability
concern in RRAM devices. It causes current ﬂuctuations at
high and low resistance values due to activation/deactivation
of the electron traps inside the ﬁlament [60]. The current
variation by RTN can induce read instabilities and reduces
the memory read window in RRAM memories if enough
consideration is not taken care.

C. Reliability of RRAMs
Like any emerging technology, RRAM devices are also affected by some reliability concerns due to immature manufac-
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These reliability challenges in the design of RRAM based
memories have prompted the techniques to improve their
dependability. These approaches can be based on enhancing
the quality of device through material improvement [45], by
circuit-based methods such as optimizing the RRAM programming operation to increase the number of write cycles [57],
to design adaptive readout circuitry to better tolerate RRAM
resistance variability [61] and to innovate new reconﬁguring
techniques to extend the RRAM lifetime [62].

expected to be used in high-density main memory or storage
system. Firstly, when replacing the current DRAM with PCM
in main memory system, the write endurance issue is still the
greatest challenge to address, as a result of the high access
frequency of working-set memory. How to enable inexpensive
protection schemes for PCM, avoid their negative impacts
on memory bandwidth and minimize the capacity losses are
very important to the main memory, whose primary goal is to
provide high-bandwidth, stable and low latency contemporary
storage for the emerging memory-intensive workloads in
big data era. Secondly, as the storage or secondary memory
alternative to FLASH, multi-level cell PCM is superior in
both performance and write endurance, but it is required
to maintain the cell state for a much longer period as a
permanent storage device than in main memory. Thus the
problem of resistance drift is more pronounced in storage than
in DRAM. It is expected to consider and use drift tolerant
coding, detection or even data refresh schemes other than the
conventional error detection and correction methods in solidstate storage devices. Finally, irrespective of the application,
the circuit-level challenge to PCM scaling is the increasing
variability when feature size keeps shrinking. Parametric
ﬂuctuation and variations make PCM more susceptible to
intensive write behavior, undesirable read/write noise and
drift. This imposes the necessity to design effective MBIST
or even Memory Build in Self-Repair (MBISR) architectures
which support concurrent testing for PCM arrays under the
power and heat constraints, while covering the critical failure
modes of PCM. In addition, seeking cross-layer fault tolerant
and treating device failure as the normal case at design time
are likely to bring newer opportunities in futuristic PCM
based systems.

V. F UTURE CHALLENGES
Every type of emerging non-volatile memory have unique
features and therefore can have various applications in the
memory hierarchy. To be considered as a competent rival
for conventional memories such as SRAM, DRAM and
Flash, they all need to further reduce their cost per bit and
improve their reliability and testability characteristics [63].
The following brieﬂy discusses the main future challenges
with each emerging non-volatile memory type.
STT-MRAM in spite of their promise, provide a number
of fundamental challenges in technology enablement. The key
problem in STT-MRAM bit-cells is the large stochasticity in
the process of write. Since the write process is thermally
driven, the same bit cell requires a variable amount of time to
complete the write process; thereby causing a long tail of the
write current and write time distributions. This creates serious
challenges in architecture design, where a signiﬁcant overhead
needs to be spent to successfully write into an array. This leads
to corresponding challenges in array testing as well, where
the test time increases or good bits are marked as faulty. The
work described in the paper addresses this key issue, but more
work needs to be done to make the test-time of STT-MRAM
comparable to SRAM.
Smarter test algorithms, parallel test of sub-arrays, as well
as statistical processing of test-data can be key enablers to
identifying weak bits and providing protection via ECC and
redundancy. Coupled with the increasing test-time because
of stochasticity, STT-MRAM cells also suffer from time
dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB). As a large write
current and hence electric ﬁeld is required to write the bit cell,
the repeated stress on the oxide, leads to eventual breakdown
thereby compromising the cell’s read and write properties. To
achieve high reliability under TDDB and to detect bit cells
with compromised dielectrics, we need test strategies that can
detect marginal bit cells during manufacturing test. Although
research continues in the earnest to enable test strategies in
shortening the test time of STT-MRAM as well as designing
innovative BIST structures, we need concerted effort from
the industry and academia to identify unique STT-MRAM
test challenges and provide solutions to make this a viable
technology.

RRAM’s main challenge is the variability of its switching
parameters due to the stochastic nature of the ion migration/ﬁlament creation [63]. This variability not only enforces
device by device ﬂuctuations but also results in cycle to cycle
deviations, making it crucial to properly read the device state.
Such a concern imposes the necessity to design adaptive
sensing circuits to correctly identify the RRAM resistance
value. Another solution is to utilize write veriﬁcation steps
inside the memory, so the state of RRAM can be set precisely
for the proximate read cycles [64].
Scaling is the next challenge with RRAM devices. Although
RRAM can be scaled down to few nm sizes due to its atomic
switching principle, special considerations are needed for
highly scaled devices. The RRAM’s data retention capabilities
becomes weak when its ﬁlament is too thin [65] and this can
result in reliability concerns in future nano-scale RRAMs.
Finally, testing of RRAM devices can be a considerable
challenge for future high capacity RRAM memories. Till
recently just a few prototypical RRAM chips have been
fabricated and tested in the lab [48]. Their testing have
shown new fault mechanisms inside RRAM memories [48];
faults which cannot be completely detected with conventional
test approaches. Therefore there is a need for research and

PCM currently has two major design challenges to address
in practical systems: write endurance and resistance drift.
From system-perspective, PCM devices are positioned and
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investigation of new design for testability approaches for
RRAM based memories. These techniques should be fast and
efﬁcient in covering all potential faults in highly scaled RRAM
memories.

[12]

VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper has brieﬂy reviewed testability and reliability
aspects of three emerging but promising non-volatile memories; these are STT-MRAM, PCM and RRAM. Interesting enough is that although all these three memories have
some common features (such as being two terminal resistivebased storage devices), their failure mechanism and therefore
they way they have to be tested are quite different; this is
due to difference in their switching mechanisms and cell
structures, which impact their reliability and test challenges.
Hence, not only that traditional methods for memory testing
(e.g. SRAMs) cannot guarantee the required outgoing product
quality for such memories, but also each of them requires
speciﬁc approaches and DFT to deal with their distinctive
and/or faults. Moreover reliability and testability enhancement
techniques are also required to improve their dependability.
Also industrial designs and data are still missing in the
community, making it hard to make a realistic judgment of the
published solutions and their weaknesses. It is expected that
this ﬁeld will get more attention especially now that some of
these emerging memories are getting closer and closer to the
commercialization. Manufacturing test is the latest step/chance
to satisfy the customer requirements in terms of quality and
reliability; hence the importance of high quality, but cheap test
solutions.
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